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1
FIG. 3 shows one of the engines of FIG. 1 in a position to
correct for a short circuit on an aircraft power bus.

ENGINE HAVING POWER BUS FAULT
SHORT CIRCUIT CONTROL WITH A
DISCONNECTION SWITCH

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
This application relates to an electric system for a generator in a gas turbine engine, which generates power for both a
related aircraft through a power bus, and engine accessories
through an accessory bus. A switch is opened in the event of
a detection of a short circuit on the aircraft power bus to
disconnect the bus from the engine accessories. Thus, the
engine accessories can continue to be driven.
A power generating system converts motive power generated by a prime mover, such as gas turbine engine to DC
electrical power that is supplied to a DC bus to which various
aircraft electrical components may be connected.
Recently, electric engine architecture has been developed
which includes an integrated generator associated with a gas
turbine engine. Power generated by the generator flows to an
aircraft power bus and, also to a plurality of engine accessories. Thus, the engine accessories are powered directly by the
generated electric power and the power for other aircraft
functions is also supplied from the generator. The power bus
and the accessories are in parallel relative to each other.
There is a potential with this arrangement that a short
circuit on the power bus can divert power from the engine
accessories. In addition, a voltage regulator for controlling
the voltage flowing from the generator will receive no control
voltage in the event o f a short circuit. In the known system, the
control voltage is received from the power bus. However, in
the event of a short circuit, there would be no control voltage.
In the prior art, it is also known to provide a control permanent magnet generator in addition to a wound coil main
generator in the gas turbine engine. Power generated from the
control permanent magnet generator is delivered to a voltage
regulator for the wound coil generator. This arrangement has
not been utilized in a system wherein there are engine accessories provided with power in parallel to a power bus, nor
where the main generator is a permanent magnet generator.
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
In the disclosed embodiment of this invention, a control
monitors a power bus on an aircraft for short circuits. The
power bus is disclosed as a DC power bus. If a short circuit is
detected, then a switch is opened to disconnect the power bus
from at least one engine accessory which is provided power in
parallel with the power bus when the switch is closed. In this
manner, the accessories can continue to be driven until short
circuit fault is cleared.
In a separate aspect of this invention, a main permanent
magnet generator is also provided with a control permanent
magnet generator to deliver a control voltage. In the event of
a short circuit on the power bus, control voltage is provided to
a voltage regulator for the main generator from the control
permanent magnet generator.
These and other features of the present invention can be
best understood from the following specification and drawings, the following of which is a brief description.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
FIG. 1 shows a schematic for a pair of gas turbine engines
associated with an aircraft.
FIG. 2 shows one of the engines of FIG. 1 in a start mode.

65

FIG. 1 shows a system 20 including a pair of engines 24 and
26 associated with an aircraft. The electrical system for
engine 24 will be described, but it should be understood that
engine 26 has a similar system. An aircraft power bus 22
receives power from a generator 2S, as will be explained. A
pair of inverter/rectifiers 30 receive the power generated by
the generator 2S, and distribute that power to an engine accessory bus 32. Power from the engine accessory bus 32 passes
through filters 34, and through lines 33 and 35 to an aircraft
DC bus 22. Motor controllers 36, 40 and 44 provide control to
an air pump and its motor 3S, a lube pump and its motor 42,
and a fuel pump and its motor 46.
As illustrated, generator 2S is an integrated starter-generator. However, it should be understood that this application
extends not only to an integrated starter-generator operating
in a generator mode, but also to stand-alone generators.
One such known electrical system is disclosed in United
States published patent applications 2004/039202AI, 2006/
0226721AI, and 2006/0113967AI. The present invention is
directed to improving upon these basic systems, as will be
described below. The generator 2S, as disclosed, is also a
permanent magnet generator.
One concern with the basic arrangement of the system 20
occurs if a short circuit occurs on the aircraft power bus 22.
Since the accessory motors 3S, 42 and 46 are in parallel with
the aircraft power bus 22, they will be drained to the short
circuit on the aircraft power bus 22. Thus, power will not flow
to the motors 3S, 42 and 46. Of course, the air pump, lube
pump and fuel pump are flight critical components for the
associated gas turbine engines 24 and 26, and it is important
to maintain their operation.
To address a potential short circuit, the present invention
incorporates a control 100 which can sense when a short
circuit occurs on the aircraft DC bus 22. Switch 70 is controlled by the control 100. Of course, the control 100 may be
the main controller for the engine, and can communicate with
many more items. However, for purposes of understanding
this invention, all that need be understood is the control 100
controls the switch 70.
A voltage regulator 4S receives a control voltage, normally
from a permanent magnet generator 66, which passes power
through a rectifier 6S. The permanent magnet generator 66 is
an auxiliary generator that is driven along with the main
generator 2S. As shown, battery 60 is also connected through
the diode 66 to a line 64 passing through another diode 70/72
to the voltage regulators 4S. At start-up, this battery power is
utilized to provide the control power.
FIG. 1 shows a normal power generation mode, such as
would occur when the aircraft is in flight. The gas turbine
engine drives the generator 2S, and power is generated to
power the motors 3S, 42 and 46, and to deliver additional
power to the aircraft DC bus 22. As can be seen, the diode 66
is anti-biased in this condition and blocks power from the
battery 5S to the aircraft DC bus.
FIG. 2 shows a start mode. In the start mode of FIG. 2, the
switches 170 and 172 are maintained closed. The diode 66
allows power to flow from the battery to the bus 22, and this
power will then flow to the generator, to begin to operate the
generator as a motor to start the gas turbine engine.
FIG. 3 shows the arrangement when the control 100 has
detected a short circuit on the aircraft power bus 22. Under
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this condition, the control 100 opens the switch 170. After
some short period of time, the short circuit is corrected, and
the control 100 can then close the switch 170.
Also, during the short circuit, the control voltage for the
5
voltage regulator is supplied from the auxiliary permanent
magnet generator 66.
The present invention thus provides a method of avoiding
any concerns with a short circuit on an aircraft power bus, in
an engine architecture where a plurality of engine accessories
are mounted in parallel with the bus.
10
Although an embodiment of this invention has been disclosed, a worker of ordinary skill in this art would recognize
that certain modifications would come within the scope o f this
invention. For that reason, the following claims should be
studied to determine the true scope and content of this inven- t5

tion.
What is claimed is:
1. An aircraft electrical system comprising:
a main generator to be driven as part of a gas turbine
engine;
said main generator supplying electrical power to a plurality o f accessories associated with the gas turbine engine,
and said main generator supplying power to an aircraft
power bus in parallel to the supply to said accessories;
and
a control for detecting a short circuit on the aircraft power
bus, said control opening a power switch to break a
connection between said main generator and said aircraft power bus when a short circuit is detected.
2. The aircraft electrical circuit as set forth in claim 1,
wherein said main generator supplies power to an engine
accessory bus, and power flowing from the engine accessory
bus in parallel to said accessories, and also to said aircraft
power bus.
3. The aircraft electrical system as set forth in claim 1,
wherein said accessories include at least a fuel pump and a
lube pump.
4. The aircraft electrical system as set forth in claim 1,
wherein a permanent magnet generator is associated with said
main generator, and supplies a control voltage to a voltage
regulator for said main generator when a short circuit has
been detected.
5. The aircraft electrical system as set forth in claim 4,
wherein said main generator is also a permanent magnet
generator.
6. The aircraft electrical system as set forth in claim 1,
wherein a battery supplies a control voltage to a voltage
regulator for said main generator through the battery switch at
a start mode.
7. An electrical system and engine for an aircraft comprising:
an aircraft power bus;
a main generator for supplying electrical power to the
aircraft power bus, said main generator being associated
with a gas turbine engine, such that rotation of the gas
turbine engine generates electrical power for supply to
the aircraft power bus, and said main generator further
supplying electrical power to at least an engine fuel
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pump and an engine lube pump in parallel to the supply

of electrical power to the aircraft power bus;
a permanent magnet auxiliary generator associated with
said main generator, said permanent magnetic auxiliary
generator providing power to a voltage regulator for said
main generator, at least when a fault is detected on the
aircraft power bus;
a power switch for selectively disconnecting said aircraft
power bus from said main generator, and a control for
detecting a short circuit on the aircraft power bus, said
control being operable to open said power switch when
a short circuit is detected, such that said engine fuel
pump and said engine lube pump can continue to be
driven while the short circuit is occurring on the aircraft
power bus.
S. The electrical system and engine as set forth in claim 7,
wherein said main generator supplies power to an engine
accessory bus, and power flowing from the engine accessory
bus in parallel to said engine accessories, and also to said
aircraft power bus.
9. The electrical system and engine as set forth in claim 7,
wherein there are a pair of said gas turbine engines and said
main generators, said pair of main generators supplying
power to a common aircraft power bus.
10. A method of operating an aircraft electrical system
including the steps of:
(1) providing a main generator to be driven as part of a gas
turbine engine;
(2) said main generator supplying electrical power to a
plurality of accessories associated with the gas turbine
engine, and said main generator supplying power to an
aircraft power bus in parallel to the supply to said accessories; and
(3) detecting a short circuit on said aircraft power bus,
opening a power switch to break a connection between
said main generator and said aircraft power bus when a
short circuit is detected.
11.The method of operating an aircraft electrical system as
set forth in claim 10, wherein an auxiliary permanent magnet
generator is associated with said main generator, and said
auxiliary permanent magnet generator providing a control
voltage to said main generator at least when the short circuit
is detected in step (3).
12. An aircraft electrical system comprising:
a main generator to be driven as part of a gas turbine
engine;
said main generator supplying electrical power to a plurality of accessories associated with the gas turbine engine,
and said generator supplying power to an aircraft power
bus in parallel to the supply to said air accessories;
a control permanent magnet generator associated with said
main generator, said main generator also being a permanent magnet generator, and said main generator having
voltage regulators for regulating a voltage delivered by
said main generator, said control permanent magnet
generator supplying a control voltage to said voltage
regulator, at least under certain conditions.

